DYEING	131
On passing over the other boxes, the air is drawn readily through the sheet
and carries the coloured water along with it. With highly fibriUated stock
there is little loss of water on the wire, consequently a heavy suction is used to
bring the stuff to the right consistency for water-marking. This pulls down
the fine fibrillae into the air spaces of the sheet, and the second and third boxes
pulling heavily, take the colour from the fibres nearest the wire, but cannot
influence the surface layer very much. In this case it is little use to instruct
the machineman to 'use less suction5. He must use suction according to the
wetness of the stock. If a paper equally coloured both sides is essential the
stuff must be beaten free, so that it is not necessary to use so much suction, and if
possible a dye used that is absorbed by the fibres instead of being mechanically
held as a loading.
Also, the drying cylinders should be so regulated that the first really hot;
one comes in contact with the top side of the sheet. This ensures that if any
reduction in colour is caused by die heat, the highest coloured side will suffer
most, and the steam passing to the under side will diffuse some of the dye and
convey it to that side.
Ultramarine blue suffers some decomposition by heat and steam, therefore
it is inadvisable to use very hot water to dissolve it when putting it through
the strainer cloth or to heat the stuff on the machine when running azures or
blue. Smalts blue, which is entirely a loading, being really blue glass ground
fine, makes a very two-sided paper, but it is perfectly fast to light, and resists
acids, heat and moisture. It does not necessarily follow that a paper coloured
with Srtialts blue will never fade, but the fading will be due to the deterioration
of the stock, which gives the same effect by lowering the tone of the ground
shade.
During the last few years some dyes have been evolved which are practically
sun-proof, but they have not yet come into general use in paper-leaking, chiefly
owing to the extra cost.
Mineral and Inorganic Dyes.—Ultramarine blue is the principal colour used
by paper-makers to counteract or hide the natural yellowish shade of the fibres.
It is simple to use and fairly permanent, though not perfectly so. It is manu-
factured in many qualities and shades from a purple or reddish to a green tint.
It is not affected by alkalis, but is sensitive to the action of acids. Manu-
facturers of colours direct their energies to produce a blue that is little affected
by alum. Some very good qualities of alum-resisting ultramarine may now
be obtained at a very reasonable price, and it will be found cheaper in the long
run to use a really good grade, even though it costs a good deal more than a
doubtful one. Generally speaking, the finest ground blues are most efficient
in colouring power. Before being added to the beater, the blue should be

